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About This Game

In the magical land of cosmetic items our hero must battle monsters in breathtaking turn based battles, in order to win cosmetic
numbers. As you play you will level up via the XP system. You will also fight a boss fight that will require the upmost skill and

dedication. Enjoy the rich environment and talkative NPC characters. Most of all, obtain cosmetic numbers
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Just idle for achievements. Great game free achievements. Okay, so I know this is suppose to be a dumb little meme game, you
know to fill out your account to make it seem like you actually did something but... I actually enjoyed this trash, if you just put
on some music and grind mindlessly to your hearts content i becomes almost theraputic in some weird way... hehe... The
characters are brilliantly named after there traits, you take no damage from these garbage enemies and talk to absoluley rubbish
people.... You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to
increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste
your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.
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